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It was Lao Tze who said "A journey of a
thousand miles begins with a single step."
What doesn't get discussed often are the things
needed to take that first step. For us, that started
in 2012, when I remembered an article about the
slashings in Kallang. That led us to start Ray of
Hope — a pioneer crowdfunding charity founded
six years ago.

Over the years, we gave to worthy causes
through the setting up of the Yong Hon Kong
Foundation, named after my late father. While
not significantly large amounts, it was our way
of playing a part in the overall giving landscape
in this country we call home. It was our way
of doing something, and not simply talking
about it.

A quick backstory. After reading the incident of
the Kallang slashers, my business partner, Keith
Tan and I wanted to help one of the victims — a
construction worker struggling to put two of his
kids through school back in India. But we could
not reach him.

As we continued in that journey, it became
evident that our ability to do good should
be both sustainable and systematic, so that
resources and impact can be targeted and
multiplied. We wanted to not only do good,
but to be able to continue to do it well. Not
just on our own but collectively with partners
and people who believe in the same ideal of a
thriving Singapore.

The experience of not being able to help taught
us that talking isn't enough. We can all do
something. So we started with something small.
We began with the belief that many of us will not
stand idly by if we can help. But often, we do not
know how. How do we find these people who
need help, and how can we reach out to them?
Ray of Hope is precisely what the name suggests
— to give people the opportunity to lift someone
up. No matter how small the gesture is.

FROM SMALL
BEGINNINGS
COME GREAT
THINGS.

Our simple wish to help, grew into a conviction
to institutionalise the aspiration to keep
doing good. This was the cornerstone for our
philanthropic organisation – one that will outlast
the people who started it. This drives the team
at TMT to look beyond the here and now, even
as we tackle issues that are pressing and
relevant today.
The Majurity Trust is birthed with that vision of
working with like-hearted partners to build a
thriving and sustainable community for all in
Singapore. From helping individuals, to giving
hope to families and reaching communities so
they thrive, regardless of status or stage in life.

CHAPTER I

PREFACE

This Annual Report marks our first year in
building something special. In this report, we
aim to share our hopes and aspirations, our pilot
initiatives and the laying of a strong foundation.
To align our social impact efforts, we began
funding Ray of Hope through the Majurity Trust,
to extend the work they do in the crowdfunding
space, to meet the needs of those who fall
through the cracks in our society. From day
one, 100% of the crowd-sourced donations go
directly to individuals and families in need.
For six years, we chose to fund the initiative
personally because we believe if a few of us can
take care of the operational costs of the charity,
all donations can go straight to people in need.
That same belief guides us till today. The board
secures and funds 100% of the operating cost
of The Majurity Trust so that 100% of the funds
raised go directly to funding charities, such as
The Ray of Hope, and programmes that build
thriving communities.
To create sustainable opportunities for talent to
thrive in Singapore, we incubated Tangent as a
social initiative to address the inherent bias in
the hiring process in many companies today.
Through it, we hope to rally employers to rethink
hiring and broaden the talent pool available
to them, especially by uncovering talent who
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otherwise would have been tossed out in the
early stages of their hiring process. These
unconventional talent can help companies
adapt and navigate the uncertain future and
unpredictable business landscape. Tangent
also ensures everyone gets a fair shot at finding
employment, and not be hampered by their lack
of educational pedigree or industry experience.
We started The Collective, with Yong Hon Kong
Foundation as its first member, to rally likehearted philanthropists to pool our resources
for greater social impact. Our collaborative
platforms — Tangent Forum and The Collective
Roundtable help us grow the scope and
impact of our work even as we are building the
foundation of our philanthropic organisation.
Our work in this first year couldn't have
been accomplished without my fellow board
members, Mr Hsieh Fu Hua, Ms Kuik Shiao Yin,
Mr Mark Wong and Mr Kenneth Kan who gave
of their time and wisdom as our founding board
members. Special thanks also to Elaine Yew
and Egon Zehnder for their contributions to
the successful rolling out of Tangent. And lastly,
the hard work done by Martin and his team
in making our hopes a reality, and laying the
foundation for The Majurity Trust.
There's so much good we can all do together.
We recognise that people fall through the cracks
all the time. It is what it is. There will never be a
perfect system in any country. But that should
not stop us from making things a little less
imperfect by helping one another. We have faith
that things will get much better in Singapore, as
we chip in to do what we can, to help another
neighbour in our community.
Here at The Majurity Trust, we strive each day to
play our part, because we can.

DANNY
YONG

Founder and Chairman
The Majurity Trust
Yong Hon Kong Foundation

THE MAJURITY TRUST
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NAME AND DESIGNATION

APPOINTMENT DATE

Mr Danny Yong

29 November 2017

3 out of 3

Founder
YHK Foundation

Mr Hsieh Fu Hua

23 January 2018

3 out of 3

Founder
BinjaiTree

Mr Mark Wong

29 November 2017

3 out of 3

Chief Operating Officer
Dymon Asia Capital

Ms Kuik Shiao-Yin

23 January 2018

2 out of 3

Co-Founder & Director
The Thought Collective

Mr Kenneth Kan

29 November 2017

3 out of 3

Chief of Staff
Dymon Asia Capital

Ms Elaine Yew

25 March 2019
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DIRECTOR

DIRECTOR AND AUDIT CHAIRMAN

DIRECTOR

Director

Elaine Yew

DIRECTOR AND FINANCE CHAIRMAN

Director

DIRECTOR

Danny Yong

Founder and Chairman

Kuik Shiao-Yin

Mark Wong

Director

Director and Audit
Chairman

Kenneth Kan

Director and Finance
Chairman
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BOARD OF
DIRECTORS
FOUNDER AND CHAIRMAN

Hsieh Fu Hua

CORPORATE PROFILE

As a Company Limited by
Guarantee, The Majurity Trust
Limited (TMT) has put in place
a voting membership and
appointed a Board of Directors
to carry out the oversight and
governance of the organisation
under the executive purview of
the Management Team.

ATTENDANCE

N/A

All board members are
appointed at TMT’s Annual
General Meeting on a two-year
term with the exception of Mr
Danny Yong and Mr Hsieh Fu
Hua, who have been appointed
on a three-year term to
ensure continuity.

BACKGROUND

Senior Partner
Egon Zehnder

CHARITY STATUS
TMT is a registered charity
in Singapore, TMT aims to
operate as an Institute of Public
Character (IPC) to fully realise
our mission.

NOTE
As a not-for-profit organisation, no directors will receive remuneration unless for professional services rendered as approved by
the Board. The Management Team is led by Mr Martin Tan, Executive Director, The Majurity Trust. Mr Tan is the
Co-Founder and former Executive Director of Halogen Foundation Singapore and recently stepped down from his role as
Executive Director of the Institute for Societal Leadership at the Singapore Management University.

THE MAJURITY TRUST
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MESSAGE FROM
EXECUTIVE
DIRECTOR
Dear friends,
The start of any movement, organisation or
even a project is always special. Everything
becomes a marker — every decision a
precedence and every achievement a memory.
A memory that will be replayed in decades to
come when future leaders of the organisation
will look back and say, "This is how we started".
For us at The Majurity Trust, this first year marks
many first milestones. From the meetings that
resulted in intense conversations about who we
are and what we are about, to the final name of
this new philanthropic set up that focuses 100%
of our endeavours in Singapore. Each moment
becomes a new memory for the founding board
and team members.
We learnt early on that unlike dedicated
charities that can rally resources and volunteers
around the power of a common enemy (cancer,
poverty or inequality), we as a philanthropic
organisation need to rally more around the
power of a common ideal — a place that we, as
a country and society, can aspire towards. For
us, that ideal is our collective ability to THRIVE.
One that is not restricted to those that can afford
but rather, regardless of status or stage in life,
whether rich or poor, young or old, we can all
thrive wherever we are.

For us, our ability to Maju together, to advance
and progress together as a society, would
mean our collective ability to help each other
lead thriving lives. Not one simply based on
sustenance but one that is dignified, purposeful
and full.
We launched Tangent Initiative as a way for
talent and companies to thrive in Singapore.
By rethinking hiring that moves away from
traditional resume-based selection, we can
create opportunities for talent that would
otherwise be sidelined because they lack the
academic pedigree. Companies can broaden
their talent pool to find the right talent that
builds on diversity and inclusivity when they hire
the Tangent way.

CHAPTER III

OUR STORY

We created The Collective as our way of
working with philanthropists who want to
multiply the social impact returns from every
philanthropic dollar they give. We started
with Yong Hon Kong Foundation as founding
member. By measuring social impact using
proxy indicators, cost and benefit analysis
and counter factual, we have established
a system of research and analytics to help
philanthropists multiply the impact they seek.
In 2018, we administered the disbursement of
close to $1.7 million to 9 organisations.
We brought together stakeholders, charities
and philanthropists through our collaborative
platforms, the Tangent Forum and The Collective
Roundtable, for conversations and actionable
discussions on building thriving and sustainable
communities in Singapore.
Internally, we also got our house in order — the
foundational corporate work for our first year —
the establishment of our founding board, the
alignment of Ray of Hope as a crowdfunding
charity that we fully fund so that 100% of
donations raised from the public go directly to
the beneficiaries, and governance structures
set in place to ensure we transparently and
efficiently operate as a charitable trust. To this
end, we are pleased to be officially registered as
a charity with the Charities Unit in October 2018.
The thing with milestones is that it signifies
reaching a crucial point in a journey towards
an onward destination. For us, the end of our
first year marks a significant milestone. But it is
only a first step towards building thriving and
sustainable communities for all in Singapore.

THE BEGINNING IS THE
MOST IMPORTANT PART
OF THE WORK — PLATO
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There is more we want to do. This first year
is building the foundation needed for us to do
more. We know we can’t do it alone. It is our hope
to partner and collaborate with like-hearted
individuals and organisations to create positive
change in our society so everyone thrives. It is
an audacious dream but we know it is possible
because we do not journey alone.
Collectively, we can maju together. You and
us, we are a majority, thriving together.

MARTIN
TAN

Executive Director
The Majurity Trust

THE MAJURITY TRUST
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CHAPTER III

OUR STORY

THE MAJURITY TRUST
IS A PHILANTHROPIC
ORGANISATION THAT SEEKS
TO WORK WITH PARTNERS
TO BUILD A THRIVING AND
SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY
FOR ALL IN SINGAPORE.

WHY
WE
EXIST

Nation building is the
responsibility of all. As societal
issues become increasingly
complex, they call for us to
work together across sectors
and interests.
TMT was established in 2018
as a philanthropic trust with
programme offices by Mr
Danny Yong, founder and
Chief Investment Officer of
Dymon Asia Capital, as a
personal response to help
make Singapore a better place
for all. TMT obtained charity
status in October 2018.
TMT is here to rally and
support like-minded partners
in advancing the welfare of all

in Singapore. As a sign of our
conviction, the TMT Board is
committed to secure and fund
all operating costs, ensuring
100% of donations from
philanthropists, partners and
the public go to funding social
and community programmes.
We also aim to encourage
better philanthropy by using
and promoting data collection
and analytics. This helps the
sector as a whole create lasting
impact together on current and
emerging social issues.
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MAJURITY
THE MAJURITY TRUST
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WHY

The "Majurity" in our name comes from the Malay word "Maju".
It means to advance; to move forward. Singaporeans will recognise
it from our National Anthem "Majulah Singapura", which calls for our
people to progress together as one.

We chose this name to highlight our focus on communities in
Singapore, and it guides our decisions as a philanthropic organisation.

THE MAJURITY TRUST

OUR
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OUR VISION IS A
THRIVING AND
SUSTAINABLE
COMMUNITY
FOR ALL IN
SINGAPORE.
We believe that regardless of status or stage in
life, everyone can thrive.
We believe that the work of building a thriving
Singapore does not rest on any one individual
or organisation, be it government or corporate.
This endeavour requires every one of us, as part
of our larger national community, to do what
we can to revitalise our sense of community.
Generations past called it our "kampong spirit".
We may express it differently today, but the
values remain the same — a shared purpose in
working together to help one another advance
and thrive.

THRIVING
Thriving is a universal concept even though it has
different meanings for each individual. For TMT,
thriving is best expressed when individuals reach
their goals and realise their dreams.

SUSTAINABLE

VISION

The future is built upon the present. We believe
that the success of all we build in the present has
to be measured also by how future generations
can build an even better Singapore.

FOR ALL
Photographed by
Goh Koon Boh

We embrace and benefit the collective: all
Singaporeans, permanent and transient residents
living in Singapore.

THE MAJURITY TRUST
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OUR MISSION IS TO
BE A CATALYST FOR
COLLABORATION AND
CREATIVITY FOR THE
COMMON GOOD OF
ALL IN SINGAPORE.
CATALYST
We get things going. We believe in catalysing
the change we want to see. We lead initiatives
that create and accelerate transformative
change and impact.

COLLABORATION
We spearhead opportunities to harness the
power of the collective by bringing like-minded
people, ideas and creativity together — to benefit
individuals and the larger community.

CREATIVITY
We support innovative solutions guided
by research and data. We continuously
seek opportunities for new and sustainable
solutions with our partners.

COMMON GOOD
We pursue the common good with
compassion, and foster a shared purpose
to build a thriving and sustainable
community for all.

THE MAJURITY TRUST
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CHAPTER IV

WHAT WE DO
OUR STRATEGIC DOMAINS

Photographed by
Ng Suat Hong

CHAPTER
IV
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CHAPTER IV

1 PHILANTHROPY
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TMT PROVIDES GRANTS, PHILANTHROPIC
AND STRATEGIC ADVICE TO CHARITIES,
NON-PROFIT ORGANISATIONS, DONORS,
FOUNDATIONS AND PHILANTHROPISTS.

DATA-DRIVEN
GRANTMAKING

POSITIVE SOCIAL
RETURN
TMT’s goal is purposeful
philanthropy that maximises
social impact per funding
dollar. We want to direct grants
to areas and organisations that
can achieve the largest amount
of social good per funding
dollar. To do this, TMT will
invest in creating an in-house
system of social impact metrics
to help funders identify the
most impactful programmes
and organisations. TMT will
also work closely with partners
and grantees to develop
proposals and capabilities,
and establish common ground
on what successful outcomes
look like.

Data is key in identifying the
most effective and promising
programmes. Individual
stories continue to inspire us,
but collecting and analysing
data on our programmes
enables TMT to understand
what works. TMT will then
use these insights to guide
our grantmaking to further
strengthen charities and
enhance philanthropy.

NURTURING
INNOVATIVE
SOLUTIONS IN THE
COMMUNITY
Data and research can also
enable TMT to take calculated
risks in supporting new ideas
with the potential to become
transformative and impactful
solutions. TMT is open to
supporting groups with new
approaches to working with
the community to address
social challenges in Singapore.

GRANTS TO
HELP PEOPLE IN
SINGAPORE THRIVE
TMT will give grants to
charitable organisations —
new and established — to
implement promising initiatives
that help disadvantaged
individuals and their families
thrive better in Singapore. This
might include learning new
skills, improving wages and
savings, maintaining health, or
enabling a better quality of life.
Our grants are open to
organisations that address
social and community needs,
show effective management
and accountability practices,
and are keen to work with TMT
to collect and analyse data on
programme outcomes.

CHAPTER IV

1 PHILANTHROPY
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THE COLLECTIVE
STRATEGIC ADVICE TO PHILANTHROPISTS

TMT has started using
current data and the existing
literature to develop metrics
that translate programme
outcomes into monetised
values. The metrics are our
"yardsticks" for comparing
multiple programmes across

different purposes. They
will help guide our
grantmaking, and provide
a common vocabulary for
beginning discussions about
social impact.
In the longer term, TMT will
draw on our repository of
metrics and research findings
to enrich our advisory.
TMT wants to be able to
recommend to philanthropists
which social needs and
programmes they should fund
in order to maximise their
social impact.
In this way TMT will catalyse
community solutions and rally
people and organisations to
address our most pressing
social needs, so that we can
help everyone here thrive.

YONG HON KONG
FOUNDATION

In FY2018 TMT successfully
helped YHK Foundation pledge
more than $1.8 million. YHK’s total
fund disbursements in 2018 were
$1,697,088.

THE COLLECTIVE'S
GUIDING PRINCIPLES
• Passion for the benefit of
the Singapore community
• Belief in the value of
collaboration
• Commitment to
contribute resources
• Willingness to share best
practices, expertise and
knowledge.
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THE MAJURITY TRUST

MEMBER OF THE COLLECTIVE

TMT provides philanthropic advise
and support to the Yong Hon Kong
(YHK) Foundation. Mr Danny Yong
set up YHK in 2011 to honour his
late father, and the foundation has
given over $10 million to charities,
educational institutions and the
arts such as BinjaiTree, Caregivers
Alliance, Halogen Foundation
Singapore, HCA Hospice Care,
HealthServe, National Gallery
Singapore, National University of
Singapore, OH Open House, St.
Joseph’s Institution, St. Joseph’s
Institution Junior, and Sian Chay
Medical Institution.

"THE COLLECTIVE" IS TMT’S PREMIER
HIGH-IMPACT PLATFORM FOR
FOUNDATIONS, PHILANTHROPISTS AND
PARTNERS TO COLLABORATE WITH ONE
ANOTHER TO TACKLE SINGAPORE’S MOST
PRESSING SOCIAL CHALLENGES.
TMT’s strategic advisory helps
philanthropists maximise the
social impact from each dollar
of funding, by helping funders
identify critical social gaps,
and impactful programmes
and organisations. To do this,
TMT will invest in creating
an in-house system of social
impact metrics for programme
evaluation. TMT will also work
closely with partners and
grantees to develop proposals
and capabilities, and establish
common ground on what
successful outcomes look like.

1 PHILANTHROPY

YHK'S TOTAL FUNDS
DISBURSED FOR 2018

$1,697,088
DATE

BENEFICIARY

17 Apr 2018

HealthServe

10,000

10 May 2018

St Joseph's Institution
Donation Fund

1,500,000

11 May 2018

Halogen Foundation
Singapore

10,000

22 May 2018

Sian Chay Medical
Institution

10,000

24 May 2018

St Joseph's Institution
Junior Scholarships

10,000

13 Jul 2018

National Gallery Singapore

10,000

7 Sep 2018

Tri-Sector Associates

75,000

18 Sep 2018

OH! Open House Limited

2,088

6 Dec 2018

National Gallery Singapore

70,000

Total Funds Disbursed for 2018

FUNDS DISBURSED

1,697,088

2

2 PLATFORMS

THE MAJURITY TRUST

PLATFORMS
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CHAPTER IV

2 PLATFORMS

OUR SECOND STRATEGIC
DOMAIN IS TO
ESTABLISH IMPACTFUL
PARTNERSHIPS,
THROUGH VARIOUS
PLATFORMS, FOR THE
PUBLIC, PRIVATE AND
PEOPLE SECTORS TO
ADDRESS SOCIAL ISSUES.
We engage different community
stakeholders — government, civil society,
non-profits and businesses, to facilitate
collaboration and innovation. TMT
brings people with a common social
focus together to share knowledge and
resources, spark and exchange ideas, and
co-create solutions.
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2 PLATFORMS

THE MAJURITY TRUST
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THE
COLLECTIVE
ROUNDTABLE

BUILD
CONNECTIONS
TMT convenes regular
dialogue sessions for The
Collective Roundtable where
members exchange views,
share best practices, and
discuss social causes and
challenges. We curate and
facilitate all discussions,

2 PLATFORMS
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ESTABLISH WIDER
PARTNERSHIPS
TMT will help nurture stronger
partnerships between
Roundtable members and the
wider community including
community partners, the
government, social service
organisations and civic
society. Through our grants
and outreach, TMT will gather
evidence and views from the
ground on social conditions,
to improve our advice to
The Collective Roundtable.

The Collective Roundtable
welcomes foundations and
philanthropists who have
made significant contributions,
and hold charitable giving
initiatives that benefit the
Singapore community.
Supported by TMT’s
research and social metrics,
The Collective Roundtable
convenes to discuss critical
social gaps and programmes
that maximise social impact
per funding dollar. TMT curates
each Roundtable discussion,
keeping conversations focused
on meaningful solutions to
help communities thrive. The
Collective Roundtable thus
nurtures collective impact,
and builds further synergies
between philanthropists and
foundations for a sustainable
and thriving Singapore.

CHAPTER IV

establishing relevant
knowledge and guiding
members towards
coordinated action.

COORDINATE
FUNDING
The Collective Roundtable
members will commit to
contributing the necessary
resources to fund and build
innovative solutions. To
further focus the work of
the Roundtable, TMT plans
to direct resources towards
selected areas of need for
a specified period. Once
the Roundtable agrees on
an area or theme, TMT will
seek relevant partners on the
Roundtable’s behalf.

THE COLLECTIVE
ROUNDTABLE WITH
MAURICIO MILLER
TMT convened the inaugural
Collective Roundtable
dialogue on 25 September
2018 with Mauricio Lim
Miller, Founder of the Family
Independence Initiative (FII).
Mauricio founded FII after
over 20 years in a regular
non-profit where he saw how
the US’s welfare model was
actually hurting low-income
people more than it was
helping, because it removed
their dignity and agency.

FII believes that low-income
families are just as resourceful
and hardworking as higherincome ones, but they lack
access to resources. FII
thus works with low-income
families to surface their
strengths and connect
with one another, so that
they can learn from and help
each other.
The session was held at
the National Museum
with 15 guests, including

philanthropists and leaders
of non-profit organisations
and social enterprises. Ms Kuik
Shiao-Yin, TMT Board Member
and Former Nominated
Member of Parliament,
moderated a dialogue that
challenged participants to
rethink how we view lowincome families, and articulate
the actions required to
implement a similar approach
in Singapore.

2 PLATFORMS

THE MAJURITY TRUST
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TANGENT
FORUM
TANGENT IS OUR
SOCIAL INITIATIVE
THAT CHAMPIONS A
NEW WAY OF HIRING.
THE TANGENT FORUM
IS A PLATFORM
FOR BUILDING
AWARENESS
AND CREATING
ACTIONABLE HIRING
SOLUTIONS.
Each Tangent Forum convenes
corporate and non-profit
leaders to discuss and
shape their beliefs in hiring
differently, and how they have
acted on them.
Our goal is to transform
hiring practices and shift
mindsets – both employers’
and employees’ — about what
"talent" really means. (See the
Programmes section for more
information on Tangent.)

INAUGURAL
TANGENT
FORUM

TMT partnered with The Straits
Clan as venue sponsor to
hold our first Tangent Forum
on 11 September 2018. The
Forum featured panellists
from both corporate and
government organisations.
Mr Danny Yong (Chairman of
TMT), Ms Elaine Yew (Senior
Partner, Egon Zehnder) and
Mr Ng Cher Pong (CEO,
SkillsFuture) discussed the
topic: "Rethinking Hiring
and the Hiring Landscape in
Singapore". The first Tangent
Forum had over 100 attendees
from corporate and non-profit
organisations.
TMT is planning the second
Tangent Forum for September
2019, where corporate
leaders will share how their
organisations have successfully
implemented new ways of
hiring differently.

2 PLATFORMS × PROGRAMMES

THE MAJURITY TRUST
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2 PLATFORMS × PROGRAMMES
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Tangent is our social initiative that champions a new way
of hiring. Our goal is to transform hiring practices and shift
mindsets — both employers’ and employees’ — about what
"talent" really means. Tangent also complements government
efforts to progressively shift public attitudes on skills and
lifelong learning, and adapt the education system.
Photographed by Raphael Too

a group that promotes inclusivity and
opportunity through hiring based on personal
traits and organisational fit.

At Tangent, we believe there
are many untapped talent
out there — individuals who
think or do different to give
organisations the edge.
We work with employers to
shift their hiring processes
away from using CVs and
resumes as the first filter for
job applicants. This is to create
opportunities for individuals
who do not have the "right"
academic credentials or
industry background to have
a chance to be considered
for the role. This also enables
employers get to see and
interview talent that they would
otherwise overlook.

MINIMISE BIASES
The Tangent approach is blind
to education level, experience,
race and gender, focusing
instead on intrinsic qualities
for job success. By reframing
the way we search for and
assess talent in Singapore,
organisations can increase
their likelihood of finding
talented outliers: people who
bring new energy, perspectives
and ideas to a firm.

BUILD AN ALLIANCE
TMT invites employers to join
the "Tangent Alliance",

GOTANGENT.SG

As employers come to recognise talent in
applicants who would not usually be called
for interviews, their partners and competitors
would also see that it makes better business
sense to look for people who fit the company
and have the right personality traits. Over time,
the goal is for such practices to multiply, creating
a more inclusive labour market and improving
social mobility.

DISRUPTING HIRING,
ONE STEP AT A TIME
Tangent currently provides employers with a
commercial-standard psychometric testing
platform that can be rolled out to several job
applicants at the point when they apply for a
position. Psychometric assessments give clarity
on the personal traits employers care about,
but assessment providers typically charge per
individual profile. Hence employers reserve
these tools for a select group of applicants,
whom they have shortlisted just before the
interview stage.

Tangent flips this model by allowing employers
to identify at the start, indivduals who most
closely match their companies and have the
traits they want. This gives those with the "right
stuff" but the "wrong" or less conventional
academic or industry background a better
chance at landing an interview. Tangent also
facilitates training and integration support
to equip employers with the appropriate
knowledge and skills to execute our hiring
methods when needed.
Tangent will continue to explore and introduce
bringing in more tools such as predictive
analytics, situation tests and role-plays in the
hiring process in order to minimise biases
that cause employers to overlook talent from
the start.
TMT also plans to establish Tangent as a social
enterprise (company limited by shares, and
100% owned by TMT) by 3Q2019.

2 PLATFORMS × PROGRAMMES

PILOT:
TANGENT-DYMON
ASIA CAPITAL
APPRENTICESHIP
PROGRAMME

August 1, 2018
First Day at work
Tangent-Dymon Apprentices

THE MAJURITY TRUST
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TANGENT FOR
CHARITIES
On 27 January 2018 Tangent
piloted its hiring program with
Dymon Asia Capital, one of
Singapore’s most successful
homegrown hedge funds. The
Dymon-Tangent recruitment
campaign attracted almost
1,200 applicants, of whom
850 completed an online
assessment as their application
— no CVs or resumes required.
The oldest was 72 years old,
the youngest 20. Over 30% of
applicants had little or
no background in finance.
More than 20% were nondegree holders.

Dymon eventually hired
8 applicants, aged 22 to
47. With Tangent, Dymon
broadened their talent base
with unconventional talent
they would not otherwise
have met. The hires included
a former National Athlete, a
47 year-old researcher with
a PhD in Chemistry, an ITE
graduate and a Polytechnic
graduate. Without Tangent, all
of them would not have had
the opportunity to interview
with Dymon in the first place,
let alone to successfully land
an apprenticeship for an
investment job.

TMT also uses Tangent to support
the social sector, by working with
charities pro bono, to improve
their hiring so that they can
identify the best talent.

2 PLATFORMS × PROGRAMMES
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ONGOING PROJECT:
SINGAPORE
BADMINTON
ASSOCIATION

Tangent works with each
interested charity to create a
corporate benchmark based on
current staff. Next, we will filter
job applicants by the corporate
benchmark before considering
CVs and resumes.
Charities can thus tap on a pool
of previously overlooked talent
and find talents that better fit their
organisational culture and need.
This would help lower staff
attrition rates, and improve overall
organisational effectiveness. TMT
will also explore leveraging on
Tangent to surface employment
opportunities to beneficiaries.

Tangent is working with sports associations to develop
career opportunities for athletes, with TMT funding all
Tangent costs.
On 6 December 2018, TMT signed a Memorandum of
Agreement with the Singapore Badminton Association
(SBA) to establish a strategic partnership. SBA’s national
athletes can use Tangent to obtain personalised reports
on their traits and work preferences for their own career
development. Tangent plans to use these profiles to help
them consider suitable future careers beyond sports.

TANGENT
STORIES
The Tangent Stories are short video interviews
with individuals, because they themselves have
"gone on a tangent" to find success. TMT uses
these as part of our public engagement to
emphasise the need to change hiring mindsets
and the way Singaporeans think about talent.
For employers, we want them to expand their
views about employability beyond educational
background and work experience. For
individuals, we want to inspire them to pursue
the careers they want.
ISAAC MUNG

WATCH ISAAC'S
INTERVIEW
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OUR FIRST
GRANTEE:
RAY OF HOPE
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TOTAL FUNDS DISBURSED
TO ROH FOR 2018

$97,550

The Ray of Hope Initiative Limited (ROH) is a
pioneer crowdfunding charity. ROH helps our
community reach out and donate to those who
have fallen through the cracks in Singapore.

DATE

PURPOSE

FUNDS DISBURSED ($)

24 May 2018

Fund Operating Cost

48,000

09 Nov 2018

Fund Operating Cost

49,550

Total Funds Disbursed for 2018 (TMT)

97,550

MEASURING ROH’S SOCIAL IMPACT
In line with our commitment
to data-driven giving, TMT
measured the social impact of
our 2018 funding to ROH. First,
TMT looked at data for each
beneficiary who benefited from
ROH disbursements in 2018.
In particular, TMT wanted to
understand what would most
likely have happened to them
if ROH had not intervened (i.e.
the counterfactual).

Photographed by
Mdm Jalinah

For each beneficiary, we
identified how the ROH
payments were used. Next,
we valued the corresponding
forgone benefits and costs.
For example, if a client would
have lost his home without
ROH’s help, we assign a value
to that housing and add it

to ROH’s social impact. In
some cases, ROH’s social
impact exceeded the value of
the disbursements because
ROH’s interventions allowed
beneficiaries to keep their
children in school, keep their
homes, or enabled them to
find new income streams or
better housing.
For each benefit, we also
considered what percentage
could be attributed to
ROH. This is because our
beneficiaries still have initiative
and agency, and may not be
completely reliant on ROH.
TMT and ROH also operate in a
larger social service ecosystem.
Hence ROH’s social impact also
needed to be adjusted by how
beneficiaries might achieve
CONTINUED NEXT PAGE

ABOUT THE
RAY OF HOPE
Established in 2013, Ray of
Hope* (ROH) has helped
more than 200 families with
over $630,000 raised from
fellow Singaporeans and
residents. Most recently
in FY2018, ROH worked
with more than 970 donors
to raise $310,938 that
supported 155 families.
100% of funds raised go
directly to those in need
because TMT fully funds
ROH’s operational costs.
TMT’s total disbursement to
ROH in 2018 was $97,550.
* The Ray of Hope Initiative
Limited is a related entity
of The Majurity Trust.
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CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS

similar outcomes in a world without ROH. We
call this adjustment the "Majurity Factor", and
adjusted benefits accordingly before adding it
to social impact.
We apply social impact metrics to gain insights
into how each philanthropic dollar is used for
social impact. TMT has also used this research to
advise ROH’s Board. TMT will continue to refine
our system of social metrics for more systematic
funding, maximizing the use of each funding
dollar, and grantmaking. Our aim is not to
assign "correct" values to programmes or derive
funding targets, but to build a robust system
that will support purposeful philanthropy that
maximises social impact.
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RESEARCH TO BETTER
UNDERSTAND UNMET NEEDS
TMT will also work with ROH to gain insights
into critical gaps in social service provision —
how and why some individuals appear trapped
in hardship. This research will tap on ROH’s
casework for a longitudinal perspective on
unmet needs. This will also help TMT advise ROH
on targeted interventions to further its social
impact per funding dollar.

ROH SOCIAL IMPACT
NUMBERS FOR 2018

$622,916
ITEM

BEFORE
ADJUSTMENT

MAJURITY
FACTOR

VALUE
(SOCIAL IMPACT)

# ROH Disbursements in 2018

$92,755

1

$92,755

# ROH festival campaigns i.e.
Hongbao/Raya/Labour/Lights for
Raya, Grant Thornton

$19,940

1

$19,940

VWO assistance ROH staff got for
the beneficiaries

$16,560

0.9

$14,904

Other additional help ROH staff got
for the beneficiaries e.g. private
donations, furniture, vouchers.

$69,342

1

$69.342

Beneficiaries keeping home or job

$372,718

1

$372,718

Beneficiaries' children staying in
secondary school (ROH helped 3
children in 2018)

$532,572

0.1

$53,257

TOTAL BENEFIT

$622,916

# Disbursements from funds raised through public campaigns on ROH’s crowdfunding platform.

Photographed by Goh Wen Xuan
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OUR THIRD STRATEGIC
DOMAIN FOCUSES ON
PRACTICAL PROGRAMMES.
WE INCUBATE FLAGSHIP
SOCIAL INITIATIVES
AND ENABLE EXISTING
PARTNER ORGANISATIONS
TO INITIATE CHANGE THAT
HELPS COMMUNITIES
THRIVE.

TMT and Ray of Hope are partnering Beyond
Social Services in designing and running a
pilot called the Community Independence
Initiative (CII). This is inspired by the Family
Independence Initiative (FII), founded by
Mauricio Lim Miller.
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COMMUNITY
INDEPENDENCE
INITIATIVE
FII believes that
low-income families are
just as resourceful and
hardworking as higherincome ones, but they
lack access to resources.
FII thus works with
low-income families to
surface their strengths
and connect them with
one another so that they
can learn from and help
each other.

In the pilot, each family
will commit to using the
CII platform to journal their
lives, set economic and social
mobility goals, and support
other families in their groups
in achieving their goals.

This joint project is funded by
MCCY and TMT, with Mauricio
Lim Miller as Expert Consultant.
MCCY is covering the cost of
Mauricio’s services, his visits
to Singapore for fieldwork
and review, and the families’

From 24-27 September 2018,
TMT hosted Mauricio for
preliminary fieldwork for the
pilot. Mauricio worked with
our technical team on
designing CII’s monthly
journaling platform.

monthly stipends for their
journaling. TMT is funding the
online CII platform for the pilot
and will continue to own the
system afterwards.

He also visited families and
neighbourhoods to better
contextualise FII’s experience,
and held a dialogue with
representatives from 30
potential beneficiary families.
The pilot is scheduled to
begin in July 2019, and it
will help enable MCCY and
TMT to better understand
the strengths of low-income
families.
TMT looks forward to sharing
insights from the pilot with
the sector so that collectively
we can better help those in
need thrive.

THRIVE:SG
CAMPAIGN
We believe that regardless of status or
stage in life, everyone can thrive. TMT
launched the THRIVE:SG campaign to
nudge Singaporeans to think about what
it means to thrive, and to find examples
in their lives and in the lives of others.
Photographed by Welly Agus
Morning Walk/ Botanical Garden

TMT collaborated with
Fujifilm X Singapore on
all three phases of the
THRIVE:SG campaign:
1 THRIVE:SG
Photography Workshop
in support of Ray of Hope
beneficiaries
2 THRIVE:SG
Photo Competition
3 THRIVE:SG
Photo Exhibition
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Photographed by Sulton Yohana

Bird hobbyists gather to train their birds at the Kebun Baru Bird Corner.

THRIVE:SG
PHOTOGRAPHY
WORKSHOP
IN SUPPORT OF RAY OF HOPE

THRIVE:SG
PHOTO
COMPETITION
View the photographs at
www.majurity.sg/thrivesg

As part of TMT’s partnership with Fujifilm,
a sponsor partner in support of Ray of Hope,
Fujifilm X Singapore and professional
photographer Ivan Loh organised a
photography workshop for 17
Ray of Hope beneficiaries at Suntec City
on 25 September 2018.
Fujifilm loaned each family a digital camera
so they could participate in an internal photo
competition. Families submitted over 1000

photos. The team shortlisted 30, and awarded
prizes to the top 3. The programme allowed
families to explore Singapore together as they
captured moments of simple joy from their
everyday lives.
Their photographs were later showcased
at the THRIVE:SG photo exhibition, giving
others glimpses into their everyday lives
and how they too can thrive in spite of their
challenging circumstances.

TMT launched the inaugural THRIVE:SG Photo Competition on
1 October 2018. We invited the larger community to answer
in photo form the question: “What does thriving look like for
different people in Singapore?”
Together with Fujifilm X Singapore, TMT launched the
competition on social media. Fujifilm Singapore sponsored
100% of the prizes. The photo competition comprised two
categories — Professional and Social Media. A total of over 400
entries were submitted to TMT.
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Winning Entry Jeffery Cheng Xue Jian
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Makeshift Living Room, Balestier Road
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First Runner Up Juan Chan
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Thriving is about building a beautiful city where peace amongst people
is a luxury few nations can easy be proud of. Henderson Crescent
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Adapting, thriving and making a
good living in the night street.
70-year-old Mr Yamaguchi Taro, a
popular cobbler known around the
neighbourhoods of Yishun has been
repairing countless pairs of shoes since
1991. Frequently called the "japanese
cobbler" or "japanese man of Yishun",
he is able to speak up to 5 languages.
He acquired these language skills from
speaking to customers of different races
throughout his years as a cobbler. Be it
rain or shine, you will see him at his stall
everyday without fail. His unwavering
spirit of will and discipline is what I perceive as the very definition of THRIVING.
Second Runner Up
Lee Guan Xue
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Akram Ramadan Bin Miswari, Para-athlete Badminton
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Photographed by Ivan Loh, FujiFilm X-Photographer

Peh Teck Beng, Para-athlete Wheelchair Rugby

Photographed by Ivan Loh, FujiFilm X-Photographer

Lieu Teck Hua, Para-athlete Adaptive Climbing
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This photo was taken at Clementi
depicting a passionate musician
who plays his harmonica regardless
of rain or shine. He finds great
fulfillment and joy in being able to
perform for his audience, enabling
him to thrive in Singapore. His
success is not measured by money
but instead it is measured by the
smiles that he can put on people’s
faces through his music.

Photographed by
Marcus Goh Yong Hao

Thriving in Singapore is revealed in the simplistic beauty of a public space — watching individuals
of different races and nationalities being able to share the same picnic area; an inspiring
illustration of a local melting pot filled with laughter and lives.

Photographed by Peh Siong San

Thrive Just To Survive

Photographed by Chew Wei Qiang Joel

Photographed by Juan Chen

You know you're thriving as a nation when putting up the national flag is done proudly
— coming from a place of understanding where we're from, and how far we've come.
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Photographed by Tasmin Tay Yun Qing
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The Singaporean Spirit to Thrive is to constantly push our way up.

In this technology-saturated environment, our elders built a community
where chess is still more important than a smartphone.
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Photographed by Keith Wee

Photographed by Zhang Long Jian

This owner is the last among his peers to still run a mamak shop. The humble
business has supported his family and put 4 of his children through university.
This is the perfect embodiment of what it means to thrive.
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Photographed by Nyein Khant
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Thrive in Heritage

Hidden in the cracks of Singapore lie the last few bastions for local
underground shows, the scene as it is known, for music genres that are
loud, aggressive and a lot of fun for its niche audience.
(Pictured Bob DeLonge of Takeoff!) DECLINE X SLED PRODUCTIONS
Photographed by Zinho Tertuliano De Costa

Photographed by Jacob Leong Soon Hong

The Cobbler at China Town Complex
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UPCOMING
PROJECTS:
BLUE STAR
ALLIANCE

Migrant workers are the great embodiment of thrive in
Singapore community. It doesn't matter to them that
they lead a hard life overseas just to give their family back
home a better life. It takes a brave heart and strong mind to
live and work in a foreign land.
Photographed by Nestor Panganiban
Photographed by
Mdm Jalinah
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The Blue Star Alliance is TMT’s initiative to
raise awareness of depression and fund
programmes to help those struggling with
this illness. Companies can join the Alliance
by creating special “Blue Star” editions of
their signature products, and dedicating a
percentage of these products’ sales to the
Blue Star Fund. TMT has secured agreement
from some Singaporean companies, and will
work with each on the branding and design
of the special “Blue Star” editions.
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OUR TEAM

CURRENT TEAM MEMBERS (FROM TOP LEFT)
Martin Tan
Executive Director

Vivian Toh
Manager, Tangent and
Corporate Affairs

Leon Lim
Director, Tangent
& Research

Donna Cheng
Director,
Strategic Communications

Tan En
General Manager,
Ray of Hope

Loh Wei
Director, Finance

Deepa
Accountant

Edwin Lau
Principal Designer
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Statement by Directors
Statement by Directors and Financial Statements

Contents

The directors of the company are pleased to present the financial statements of the company for the
reporting period ended 31 December 2018. The reporting period covers the period since incorporation
on 29 November 2017 to 31 December 2018.
Page

1.

Opinion of the directors
In the opinion of the directors,

Statement by Directors ...................................................................................................................... 1
Independent Auditor’s Report ............................................................................................................ 3
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Statement of Financial Position ........................................................................................................ 7

(a)

the accompanying financial statements are drawn up so as to give a true and fair view
of the financial position and activities covered by the financial statements; and

(b)

at the date of the statement, there are reasonable grounds to believe that the company
will be able to pay its debts as and when they fall due.

The board of directors approved and authorised these financial statements for issue.
2.

Directors
The directors of the company in office at the date of this statement are:

Statement of Cash Flows ................................................................................................................... 8

Hsieh Fu Hua
Kenneth Kan Shung Kei
Kuik Shiao-Yin
Wong Mun Hoong, Mark (Huang Minxiong, Mark)
Yew Wen Suen Elaine
Yong Ming Chong (Yang Mingzhang)

Notes to the Financial Statements ..................................................................................................... 9

3.

(appointed on 23 January 2018)
(appointed on 29 November 2017)
(appointed on 23 January 2018)
(appointed on 29 November 2017)
(appointed on 25 March 2019)
(appointed on 29 November 2017)

Arrangements to enable directors to acquire benefits by means of the acquisition of
shares and debentures
The company is a company limited by guarantee and has no share capital.

4.

Options
The company is a company limited by guarantee. As such, there are no share options or
unissued shares under option.
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Independent Auditor’s Report to the Members of
THE MAJURITY TRUST LIMITED
Report on the audit of the financial statements
Opinion
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of The Majurity Trust Limited, which comprise
the statement of financial position as at 31 December 2018, and the statement of financial activities,
and statement of cash flows for the reporting year then ended, and notes to the financial statements,
including the significant accounting policies.
In our opinion, the accompanying financial statements are properly drawn up in accordance with the
provisions of the Companies Act, Chapter 50 (the “Act”), the Charities Act, Chapter 37 and other relevant
regulations (the “Charities Act and Regulations”) and the Singapore Financial Reporting Standards
(“SFRS”) so as to give a true and fair view of the financial position of the company as at 31 December
2018 and of the financial performance, changes in funds and cash flows of the company for the period
ended on that date.
Basis for opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with Singapore Standards on Auditing (“SSAs”). Our responsibilities
under those standards are further described in the auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial
statements section of our report. We are independent of the company in accordance with the Accounting
and Corporate Regulatory Authority (“ACRA”) Code of Professional Conduct and Ethics for Public
Accountants and Accounting Entities (“ACRA Code”) together with the ethical requirements that are
relevant to our audit of the financial statements in Singapore, and we have fulfilled our other ethical
responsibilities in accordance with these requirements and the ACRA Code. We believe that the audit
evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.
Other information
Management is responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the information
included in the annual report and the statement by directors but does not include the financial
statements and our auditor’s report thereon.
Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express
any form of assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information
and, in doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial
statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If,
based on the work we have performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other
information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.
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Independent Auditor’s Report to the Members of
THE MAJURITY TRUST LIMITED
–2–
Responsibilities of management and directors for the financial statements
Management is responsible for the preparation of financial statements that give a true and fair view in
accordance with the provisions of the Act, the Charities Act and Regulations and the financial reporting
standards, and for devising and maintaining a system of internal accounting controls sufficient to
provide a reasonable assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorised use or
disposition; and transactions are properly authorised and that they are recorded as necessary to permit
the preparation of true and fair financial statements and to maintain accountability of assets.
In preparing the financial statements, management is responsible for assessing the company’s ability
to continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using
the going concern basis of accounting unless management either intends to liquidate the company or
to cease operations, or has no realistic alternative but to do so.
The directors’ responsibilities include overseeing the company’s financial reporting process.
Auditor’s responsibilities for the audit of the financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that
includes our opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an
audit conducted in accordance with SSAs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists.
Misstatements can arise from fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the
aggregate, they could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of users taken on
the basis of these financial statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with SSAs, we exercise professional judgement and maintain
professional scepticism throughout the audit. We also:
a)

Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due
to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain
audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of
not detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from
error, as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the
override of internal control.

b)

Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of the company’s internal control.

c)

Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates and related disclosures made by management.
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Statement of Financial Activities
1.
Period from 29 November 2017 (date of incorporation) to 31 December 2018

Notes

1.
2.

29.11.2017
to
31.12.2018
$

Income

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Donation income

4

Total Income

50,529

10.

50,529

11.
12.
13.

Expenditure

14.

Cost of charitable activities (grant disbursements)

5

(97,550)

15.

Employee benefits expenses

6

(544,246)

16.

Other expenditure

7

(588,501)

17.

(1,230,297)

18.

Total Expenditure

19.
20.
Net deficit for the year

(1,179,768)

Balance at 29 November 2017 (date of incorporation)
Balance at 31 December 2018

–
(1,179,768)

21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Statement of Financial Position
As at 31 December 2018
Notes
ASSETS
Non-current assets

9

Plant and equipment
Total non-current assets

5.

2018
$

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

100,354

9.

100,354

10.
11.

Current assets
Other assets
Cash and cash equivalents

12.

10
11

69,016
86,159

Total current assets

155,175

13.
14.
15.
16.

Total assets

255,529

17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

FUND AND LIABILITIES
Funds
Accumulated fund

22.

12

Total fund

(1,179,768) 23.
24.
(1,179,768) 25.
26.
27.

Non-current liabilities
Provisions
Total non-current liabilities

13

21,000
21,000

28.
29.
30.

Current liabilities
Other payables and accruals
Amount due to a director

14

114,297
1,300,000

Total current liabilities

1,414,297

Total liabilities

1,435,297

Total funds and liabilities

255,529

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.
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1.
2.
3.
4.

7

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

THE MAJURITY TRUST LIMITED

THE MAJURITY TRUST LIMITED

Statement of Cash Flows
Period from 29 November 2017 (date of incorporation) to 31 December 2018

29.11.2017
to
31.12.2018
$

Cash flows used in operating activities
Deficit from operations
Adjustments for:
Depreciation of plant and equipment
Donated plant and equipment

(1,179,768)
23,346
(529)

86,159

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

Cash and cash equivalents, statement of cash flow, date of incorporation

–

31.

Cash and cash equivalents, statement of cash flow, ending balance
(Note 11)

86,159

32.

Operating cash flows before changes in working capital
Other assets
Other payables and accruals
Net cash flows used in operating activities
Cash flows used in investment activities
Purchase of plant and equipment (Note 11A)
Net cash flows used in investing activities

(1,156,951)
(69,016)
93,111
(1,132,856)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

(80,985)
(80,985)

Cash flows from financing activities
Amount due to a director
Net cash flows from financing activities

1,300,000
1,300,000

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents

33.
34.
35.
36.

The accompanying notes form an integral part of these financial statements.

Notes to the Financial Statements
31 December 2018
1.

General
The company is incorporated in Singapore as a company limited by guarantee. The financial
statements are presented in Singapore dollars.
The board of directors approved and authorised these financial statements for issue on the date
of the statement by directors.
The principal activities of the company are to undertake, pursue, promote and advance
collaborative causes and activities that build a thriving and sustainable community for all in
Singapore. The objects of the company are: (a) to provide support including philanthropic grants
to charities and non-profit organisations in Singapore; (b) to advance citizenship or community
development and to promote community integration; (c) to promote advancement of education
and advancement of arts and heritage; and (d) to provide relief for those in need by reason of
youth, age, ill-health, disability, financial hardship or other disadvantages.
Each member of the company has undertaken to contribute such amounts not exceeding $10
to the assets of the company in the event the company is wound up and the monies are required
for payment of the liabilities of the company. The company has 3 members at the end of the
reporting year.
The memorandum and articles of the company restricts the use of fund monies to the
furtherance of the objects of the company. They prohibit the payment of dividends to members.
The registered office is: 8 Temasek Boulevard, #18-03 Tower Three, Singapore 038988. The
company is situated in Singapore.
Statement of compliance with financial reporting standards
These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the Singapore Financial
Reporting Standards (“SFRSs”) and the related interpretations to SFRS (“INT SFRS”) as issued
by the Singapore Accounting Standards Council. They are in compliance with the provisions of
the Companies Act, Chapter 50, the Charities Act, Chapter 37 and other relevant regulations
Accounting convention
The financial statements are prepared on a going concern basis under the historical cost
convention except where a financial reporting standard requires an alternative treatment (such
as fair values) as disclosed where appropriate in these financial statements. The accounting
policies in the financial reporting standards may not be applied when the effect of applying them
is not material. The disclosures required by financial reporting standards may not be provided
if the information resulting from that disclosure is not material.
Basis of preparation of the financial statements
The preparation of financial statements in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles requires the management to make estimates and assumptions that affect the
reported amounts of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and liabilities at
the date of the financial statements and the reported amounts of revenues and expenses during
the reporting period. Actual results could differ from those estimates. The estimates and
assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Apart from those involving estimations,
management has made judgements in the process of applying the entity’s accounting policies.

8
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General (cont’d)

2.

Significant accounting policies and other explanatory information (cont’d)

Basis of preparation of the financial statements (cont’d)

2A.

Significant accounting policies (cont’d)

The areas requiring management’s most difficult, subjective or complex judgements, or areas
where assumptions and estimates are significant to the financial statements, are disclosed at
the end of this footnote, where applicable.

Income tax

2.

Significant accounting policies and other explanatory information

Plant and equipment

2A.

Significant accounting policies

Plant and equipment are carried at cost on initial recognition and after initial recognition at cost
less any accumulated depreciation and any accumulated impairment losses. Depreciation is
provided on a straight-line basis to allocate the gross carrying amounts of the assets less their
residual values over their estimated useful lives of each part of an item of these assets. The
annual rates of depreciation are as follows:

Revenue recognition
The financial reporting standard on revenue from contracts with customers establishes a fivestep model to account for revenue arising from contracts with customers. Revenue is
recognised at an amount that reflects the consideration to which the entity expects to be entitled
in exchange for transferring goods or services to a customer (which excludes estimates of
variable consideration that are subject to constraints, such as right of return exists, trade
discounts, volume rebates and changes to the transaction price arising from modifications), net
of any related sales taxes and excluding any amounts collected on behalf of third parties. An
asset (goods or services) is transferred when or as the customer obtains control of that asset.
As a practical expedient, the effects of any significant financing component is not adjusted if
the payment for the good or service will be within one year.
Revenues including donations, gifts and grants that provide core funding or are of general
nature are recognised at point in time. Such income is only deferred when: the donor specifies
that the grant or donation must only be used in future accounting periods; or the donor has
imposed conditions which must be met before the company has unconditional entitlement. The
revenue amount from services is the fair value of the consideration received or receivable from
the gross inflow of economic benefits during the period arising from the course of the ordinary
activities of the company and it is shown net of related goods and services tax and subsidies.
Employee benefits
Contributions to a defined contribution retirement benefit plan are recorded as an expense as
they fall due. The entity's legal or constructive obligation is limited to the amount that it is
obligated to contribute to an independently administered fund (such as the Central Provident
Fund in Singapore, a government managed defined contribution retirement benefit plan). For
employee leave entitlement, the expected cost of short-term employee benefits in the form of
compensated absences is recognised in the case of accumulating compensated absences,
when the employees render service that increases their entitlement to future compensated
absences; and in the case of non-accumulating compensated absences, when the absences
occur. A liability for bonuses is recognised where the entity is contractually obliged or where
there is constructive obligation based on past practice.
Gifts-in-kind
A gift-in-kind (if any) is included in the statement of financial activities based on an estimate of
the fair value at the date of the receipt of the gift of the non-monetary asset or the grant of a
right to the monetary asset. The gift is recognised if the amount of the gift can be measured
reliably and there is no uncertainty that it will be received. No value is ascribed to volunteer
services.
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No provision for taxation has been made as the company’s income is exempted from tax under
Section 13(1)(ZM) of the Singapore Income Tax Act.

Plant and equipment

-

33.3% to 50.0%

An asset is depreciated when it is available for use until it is derecognised even if during that
period the item is idle. Fully depreciated assets still in use are retained in the financial
statements.
The gain or loss arising from the derecognition of an item of plant and equipment is recognised
in profit or loss. The residual value and the useful life of an asset is reviewed at least at each
end of the reporting year and, if expectations differ significantly from previous estimates, the
changes are accounted for as a change in an accounting estimate, and the depreciation charge
for the current and future periods are adjusted.
Cost includes acquisition cost, borrowing cost capitalised and any cost directly attributable to
bringing the asset or component to the location and condition necessary for it to be capable of
operating in the manner intended by management. Subsequent costs are recognised as an
asset only when it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the item will flow
to the entity and the cost of the item can be measured reliably. All other repairs and
maintenance are charged to profit or loss when they are incurred.
Cost also includes the initial estimate of the costs of dismantling and removing the item and
restoring the site on which it is located, the obligation for which an entity incurs either when the
item is acquired or as a consequence of having used the item during a particular period for
purposes other than to produce inventories during that period. See Note 13 on provisions.
Leases
Leases are classified as finance leases if substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership
are transferred to the lessee. All other leases are classified as operating leases. At the
commencement of the lease term, a finance lease is recognised as an asset and as a liability
in the statement of financial position at amounts equal to the fair value of the leased asset or,
if lower, the present value of the minimum lease payments, each measured at the inception of
the lease. The discount rate used in calculating the present value of the minimum lease
payments is the interest rate implicit in the lease, if this is practicable to determine, the lessee’s
incremental borrowing rate is used. Any initial direct costs of the lessee are added to the amount
recognised as an asset. The excess of the lease payments over the recorded lease liability are
treated as finance charges which are allocated to each reporting year during the lease term so
as to produce a constant periodic rate of interest on the remaining balance of the liability.
Contingent rents are charged as expenses in the reporting years in which they are incurred.
The assets are depreciated as owned depreciable assets. Leases where the lessor effectively
retains substantially all the risks and benefits of ownership of the leased assets are classified
as operating leases.
11
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2.

Significant accounting policies and other explanatory information (cont’d)

2.

Significant accounting policies and other explanatory information (cont’d)

2A.

Significant accounting policies (cont’d)

2A.

Significant accounting policies (cont’d)

Leases (cont’d)

Financial instruments (cont’d)

For operating leases, lease payments are recognised as an expense in profit or loss on a
straight-line basis over the term of the relevant lease unless another systematic basis is
representative of the time pattern of the user’s benefit, even if the payments are not on that
basis. Lease incentives received are recognised in profit or loss as an integral part of the total
lease expense.

Classification and measurement of financial assets:
1.

Financial asset classified as measured at amortised cost: A financial asset is measured
at amortised cost if it meets both of the following conditions and is not designated as
at fair value through profit or loss (“FVTPL”), that is (a) the asset is held within a
business model whose objective is to hold assets to collect contractual cash flows; and
(b) the contractual terms of the financial asset give rise on specified dates to cash flows
that are solely payments of principal and interest on the principal amount outstanding.
Typically trade and other receivables, bank and cash balances are classified in this
category.

2.

Financial asset that is a debt asset instrument classified as measured at fair value
through other comprehensive income (“FVTOCI”): There were no financial assets
classified in this category at reporting year end date.

3.

Financial asset that is an equity investment classified as measured at FVTOCI. There
were no financial assets classified in this category at reporting year end date.

4.

Financial asset classified as measured at FVTPL. There were no financial assets
classified in this category at reporting year end date.

Impairment of non-financial assets
Irrespective of whether there is any indication of impairment, an annual impairment test is
performed at the same time every year on an intangible asset with an indefinite useful life or an
intangible asset not yet available for use. The carrying amount of other non-financial assets is
reviewed at each end of the reporting year for indications of impairment and where an asset is
impaired, it is written down through profit or loss to its estimated recoverable amount. The
impairment loss is the excess of the carrying amount over the recoverable amount and is
recognised in profit or loss. The recoverable amount of an asset or a cash-generating unit is
the higher of its fair value less costs of disposal and its value in use. When the fair value less
costs of disposal method is used, any available recent market transactions are taken into
consideration.
When the value in use method is adopted, in assessing the value in use, the estimated future
cash flows are discounted to their present value using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects
current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the asset. For
the purposes of assessing impairment, assets are grouped at the lowest levels for which there
are separately identifiable cash flows (cash-generating units). At each end of the reporting year,
non-financial assets other than goodwill with impairment loss recognised in prior periods are
assessed for possible reversal of the impairment. An impairment loss is reversed only to the
extent that the asset’s carrying amount does not exceed the carrying amount that would have
been measured, net of depreciation or amortisation, if no impairment loss had been recognised.
Financial instruments
Recognition and derecognition of financial instruments:
A financial asset or a financial liability is recognised in the statement of financial position when,
and only when, the entity becomes party to the contractual provisions of the instrument. All
other financial instruments (including regular-way purchases and sales of financial assets) are
recognised and derecognised, as applicable, using trade date accounting or settlement date
accounting. A financial asset is derecognised when the contractual rights to the cash flows from
the financial asset expire or it transfers the rights to receive the contractual cash flows in a
transaction in which substantially all of the risks and rewards of ownership of the financial asset
are transferred or in which the entity neither transfers nor retains substantially all of the risks
and rewards of ownership and it does not retain control of the financial asset. A financial liability
is removed from the statement of financial position when, and only when, it is extinguished, that
is, when the obligation specified in the contract is discharged or cancelled or expires. At initial
recognition, the financial asset or financial liability is measured at its fair value plus or minus, in
the case of a financial asset or financial liability not at fair value through profit or loss, transaction
costs that are directly attributable to the acquisition or issue of the financial asset or financial
liability.
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Classification and measurement of financial liabilities:
Financial liabilities are classified as at FVTPL in either of the following circumstances: (1) the
liabilities are managed, evaluated and reported internally on a fair value basis; or (2) the
designation eliminates or significantly reduces an accounting mismatch that would otherwise
arise. All other financial liabilities are carried at amortised cost using the effective interest
method. Reclassification of any financial liability is not permitted. Reclassification of any
financial liability is not permitted.
Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include bank and cash balances, on demand deposits and any
highly liquid debt instruments purchased with an original maturity of three months or less. For
the statement of cash flows, the item includes cash and cash equivalents less cash subject to
restriction that form an integral part of cash management.
Fair value measurement
The fair value is the price that would be received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in
an orderly transaction between market participants at the measurement date. When measuring
the fair value of an asset or a liability, market observable data to the extent possible is used. If
the fair value of an asset or a liability is not directly observable, an estimate is made using
valuation techniques that maximise the use of relevant observable inputs and minimise the use
of unobservable inputs (eg by use of the market comparable approach that reflects recent
transaction prices for similar items, discounted cash flow analysis, or option pricing models
refined to reflect the issuer’s specific circumstances). Inputs used are consistent with the
characteristics of the asset / liability that market participants would take into account. The
entity’s intention to hold an asset or to settle or otherwise fulfil a liability is not taken into account
as relevant when measuring fair value.
13
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2.

Significant accounting policies and other explanatory information (cont’d)

2A.

Significant accounting policies (cont’d)
Fair value measurement (cont’d)
Fair values are categorised into different levels in a fair value hierarchy based on the degree to
which the inputs to the measurement are observable and the significance of the inputs to the
fair value measurement in its entirety: Level 1 fair value measurements are those derived from
quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets or liabilities. Level 2 fair value
measurements are those derived from inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1
that are observable for the asset or liability, either directly (ie as prices) or indirectly (ie derived
from prices). Level 3 fair value measurements are those derived from valuation techniques that
include inputs for the asset or liability that are not based on observable market data
(unobservable inputs). Transfers between levels of the fair value hierarchy are recognised at
the end of the reporting period during which the change occurred.

The financial reporting standard on related party disclosures requires the reporting entity to
disclose: (a) transactions with its related parties; and (b) relationships between parents and
subsidiaries irrespective of whether there have been transactions between those related parties.
A party is related to a party if the party controls, or is controlled by, or can significantly influence
or is significantly influenced by the other party.
All members, directors and staff members of the company are required to read and understand
the conflict of interest policy in place and make full disclosure of interests and relationships that
could potentially result in conflict of interests. When a conflict of interest situation arises, the
members, directors or staff shall abstain from participating in the discussion, decision making
and voting on the matter.
The directors who performed their board responsibilities did not receive remuneration, or other
benefits, from the company for board services for which they are responsible.
3A.

Funds

In addition to transactions and balances disclosed elsewhere in the notes to the financial
statements, this item includes the following significant related party transactions:

Other explanatory information
Provisions
A liability or provision is recognised when there is a present obligation (legal or constructive) as
a result of a past event, it is probable that an outflow of resources embodying economic benefits
will be required to settle the obligation and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of
the obligation. A provision is made using best estimates of the amount required in settlement
and where the effect of the time value of money is material, the amount recognised is the
present value of the expenditures expected to be required to settle the obligation using a pretax rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks
specific to the obligation. The increase in the provision due to passage of time is recognised as
interest expense. Changes in estimates are reflected in profit or loss in the reporting year they
occur.

2C.

Related party relationships and transactions

The carrying values of current financial instruments approximate their fair values due to the
short-term maturity of these instruments and the disclosures of fair value are not made when
the carrying amount of current financial instruments is a reasonable approximation of the fair
value. The fair values of non-current financial instruments may not be disclosed separately
unless there are significant differences at the end of the reporting year and in the event the fair
values are disclosed in the relevant notes to the financial statements.

Fund balances restricted by outside sources are so indicated and are distinguished from
unrestricted funds allocated to specific purposes, if any, by action of the management.
Externally restricted funds may only be utilised in accordance with the purposes established by
the source of such funds or through the terms of an appeal and are in contrast with unrestricted
funds over which management retains full control to use in achieving any of its institutional
purposes. An expense resulting from the operating activities of a fund that is directly attributable
to the fund is charged to that fund.
2B.

3.

Critical judgements, assumptions and estimation uncertainties
There were no critical judgements made in the process of applying the accounting policies that
have the most significant effect on the amounts recognised in the financial statements. There
were no key assumptions concerning the future, and other key sources of estimation uncertainty
at the end of the reporting year, that have a significant risk of causing a material adjustment to
the carrying amounts of assets and liabilities within the next reporting year.
14

Related party transactions

There are transactions and arrangements between the reporting entity and related parties and
the effects of these on the basis determined between the parties are reflected in these financial
statements. The related party balances and transfer of resources, services or obligations, if any,
are unsecured, without fixed repayment terms and interest or charge unless stated otherwise.

29.11.2017
to
31.12.2018
$
Grant disbursements to a related party with common directors (Note 5)
Donation income from directors (Note 4)
Loan from a director

97,550
50,529
1,300,000

Loan from a director is interest-free and not repayable on demand until the company is in a
financial position to do so.
During the reporting period, a corporation with a common director, has received the trial
services from a recruitment system developed by the company. There was no consideration
received for these services.
3B.

Key management compensation:
29.11.2017
to
31.12.2018
$

Salaries and other short term employee benefits
Post-employment benefits

392,012
27,340

Key management personnel include the directors and those persons having authority and
responsibility for planning, directing and controlling the activities of the entity, directly or
indirectly. The above remuneration is for two key management personnel.
15
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Related party relationships and transactions (cont’d)
3B.

7.

Key management compensation (cont’d):

Other expenditure
The major components and other selected components include the following:

The remuneration band of the key management personnel who receives remuneration
exceeding $100,000 are as follows:
29.11.2017
to
31.12.2018
$300,000 and above
3C.

Consultancy expense
Rental expense (Note 14)

1

Donation income

8.

9.

The donation income is received from directors and recognised based on point in time.

6.

Accumulated depreciation:
At 29 November 2017 (date of incorporation)
Depreciation for the year
At 31 December 2018

29.11.2017
to
31.12.2018
$

Grant disbursements to a related party (Note 3)
Employee benefits expense

Employee benefits expense
Other benefits
Contributions to defined contribution plan
Total employee benefits expense

497,509
2,039
44,698
544,246
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Office
equipment,
furniture &
fittings
$

Leasehold
improvement
$

Total
$

–
39,942
39,942

–
83,758
83,758

–
123,700
123,700

–
5,608
5,608

–
17,738
17,738

–
23,346
23,346

34,334

66,020

100,354

Carrying value:
At 31 December 2018

During the reporting period, the company received donated plant and equipment of $529 from a
director.

97,550

29.11.2017
to
31.12.2018
$

Plant and equipment

Cost:
At 29 November 2017 (date of incorporation)
Additions
At 31 December 2018

50,529

Cost of charitable activities

Income tax
The company is a registered charity which enjoy automatic income tax exemption under Section
13 (1) (zm) of the Income Tax Act.

29.11.2017
to
31.12.2018
$

Donation income from directors (Note 3)

5.

393,225
65,459

Financial support:

At the end of the reporting year, the company’s total liabilities exceeded its total assets by
$1,179,768. The company’s continuation as a going concern is dependent on the financial
support from a member who has undertaken to provide adequate funds for the company to
meet its obligation as and when they fall due. At the date of this report, management is satisfied
that the financial support will be available when required for at least a year from the end of the
reporting year.
4.

29.11.2017
to
31.12.2018
$

10.

Other asset

2018
$

Deposits
Prepayments

52,749
16,267
69,016
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Cash and cash equivalents

2018
$

Not restricted in use

15.

At the end of the reporting year, the total of future minimum lease payment commitments under
non-cancellable operating leases are as follows:
2018
$

86,159

The interest earning balances are not significant.
11A.

Not later than one year
Later than one year and not later than five years

Non-cash transactions:
Included in additions to plant and equipment of $123,700 is an amount of $21,000 being
provision for reinstatement cost capitalised (Note 13) and donated assets that amounted to
$529 from a director.

13.

Operating lease payments are for rental payables for the office premise. The lease rental
terms are negotiable for an average term of three years. Such increases are not included in
the above amounts.
16.

Financial instruments: information on financial risks

The general fund of the company is available to finance the current operations, provide support
including philanthropic grants to charities, non-profit organisations and those in need in Singapore.

16A.

Categories of financial assets and liabilities
The following table categorises the carrying amount of financial assets and liabilities recorded
at the end of the reporting period:
2018
$

2018
$

Provision for reinstatement cost

21,000

Movements in above provision:
At date of incorporation
Addition
At end of the year

–
21,000
21,000

Financial assets:
Financial assets at amortised cost
At end of the year

2018
$

Outside parties and accrued liabilities

114,297

1,414,297
1,414,297

Further quantitative disclosures are included throughout these financial statements.
16B.

Other payables and accruals

86,159
86,159

Financial liabilities:
Financial liabilities at amortised cost
At end of the year

The provision relates to costs to be incurred to reinstate office premises to its original condition.
The estimate is based on quotations from an external contractor for similar premises.
14.

65,459

Accumulated fund

Provisions

115,679
167,972
283,651

Rental expense for the period ended

Excluding the above, the company purchased plant and equipment amounting to $102,171, of
which $21,186 remains unpaid at the end of the reporting period.
12.

Operating lease payment commitments – as lessee

Financial risk management
The main purpose for holding or issuing financial instruments is to raise and manage the
finances for the entity’s operating, investing and financing activities. There are exposures to the
financial risks on the financial instruments such as credit risk, liquidity risk and market risk
comprising interest rate and price risk exposures. Management has certain practices for the
management of financial risks. However, these are not documented in formal written
documents. The following guidelines are followed: All financial risk management activities are
carried out and monitored by senior management staff. All financial risk management activities
are carried out following acceptable market practices.
There have been no changes to the exposures to risks; the objectives, policies and processes
for managing the risk and the methods used to measure the risk.
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16.

Financial instruments: information on financial risks (cont’d)

16C.

Fair values of financial instruments

17.

For the future reporting years, certain new or revised financial reporting standards were issued
by the Singapore Accounting Standards Council and these will only be effective for future
reporting years. Those applicable to the reporting entity for future reporting years are listed
below. The transfer to the applicable new or revised standards from the effective dates is not
expected to result in any significant modification of the measurement methods or the
presentation in the financial statements for the following year from the known or reasonably
estimable information relevant to assessing the possible impact that application of the new or
revised standards may have on the entity’s financial statements in the period of initial
application.

The analyses of financial instruments that are measured subsequent to initial recognition at fair
value, grouped into Levels 1 to 3 are disclosed in the relevant notes to the financial statements.
These include the significant financial instruments stated at amortised cost and at fair value in
the statement of financial position. The carrying values of current financial instruments
approximate their fair values due to the short-term maturity of these instruments and the
disclosures of fair value are not made when the carrying amount of current financial instruments
is a reasonable approximation of the fair value.
16D.

Effective date for
periods beginning
on or after

Credit risk on financial assets
Financial assets are potentially subject to concentrations of credit risk and failures by
counterparties to discharge their obligations in full or in a timely manner. These arise principally
from cash balances with banks, cash equivalents, receivables and other financial assets. The
maximum exposure to credit risk is the total of the fair value of the financial assets at the end
of the reporting year. Credit risk on cash balances with banks and any other financial
instruments is limited because the counter-parties are entities with acceptable credit ratings.
For expected credit losses (“ECL”) on financial assets, the three-stage approach in the financial
reporting standard on financial instruments is used to measure the impairment allowance.

Cash and cash equivalents are also subject to the impairment requirements of the standard on
financial instruments. There was no identified impairment loss.
As at the end of reporting year, there were no amounts that were impaired.
Liquidity risk – financial liabilities maturity analysis
The liquidity risk refers to the difficulty in meeting obligations associated with financial liabilities
that are settled by delivering cash or another financial asset. It is expected that all the liabilities
will be settled at their contractual maturity. There are no liabilities contracted to fall due after
twelve months at the end of the reporting year. The other payables are with short-term durations.
The classification of the financial assets is shown in the statement of financial position as they
may be available to meet liquidity needs and no further analysis is deemed necessary.

SFRS No.

Title

SFRS 116

Leases (and Leases - Illustrative Examples
Amendments to Guidance on Other Standards)

18.

1 Jan 2019

Comparative figures
The financial statements cover the reporting period since incorporation on 29 November 2017
to 31 December 2018. This being the first set of financial statements, there are no comparative
figures.

The funding of the company is provided by a member who has undertaken to provide adequate
fund for the company to meet its obligation as and when they fall due.

20

&

Leases:
The financial reporting standard on leases is effective for annual periods beginning on or after
1 January 2019 and it supersedes the previous reporting standard and the related
interpretations on leases. For the lessor, the accounting remains largely unchanged. As for the
finance leases of a lessee, as the financial statements have already recognised an asset and
a related finance lease liability for the lease arrangement, the application of the new reporting
standard on leases is not expected to have a material impact on the amounts recognised in the
financial statements. For the lessee almost all leases will be brought onto the statements of
financial position under a single model (except leases of less than 12 months and leases of
low-value assets), eliminating the distinction between operating and finance leases. For the
entity’s non-cancellable operating lease commitments as at 31 December 2018 shown in Note
15, a preliminary assessment indicates that these arrangements will continue to meet the
definition of a lease under the new reporting standard on leases. Thus, the entity will have to
recognise a right-of-use asset and a corresponding liability in respect of all these leases (unless
they qualify for low value or short-term leases) which might have a material impact on the
amounts recognised in the financial statements. However, it is not practicable to provide a
reasonable financial estimate of that effect until the detailed review by management is
completed.

Under this approach, the financial assets move through the three stages as their credit quality
changes. However, a simplified approach is permitted by the financial reporting standards on
financial instruments for financial assets that do not have a significant financing component,
such as trade receivables. On initial recognition, a day-1 loss is recorded equal to the 12 month
ECL (or lifetime ECL for trade receivables), unless the assets are considered credit impaired.
For credit risk on trade receivables an ongoing credit evaluation is performed on the financial
condition of the debtors and an impairment loss is recognised in profit or loss. Reviews and
assessments of credit exposures in excess of designated limits are made. Renewals and
reviews of credits limits are subject to the same review process.

16E.

New or amended standards in issue but not yet effective
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realising, bit by bit that together
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